ALL VEHICLE / BICYCLE / PEDESTRIAN ACCESS FOR THIRD STREET BRIDGE

CLOSED

ON SELECT DATES
FOR BRIDGE REHABILITATION WORK

FOR MORE INFORMATION ON CLOSURE DATES, TO VIEW SUGGESTED DETOUR ROUTES OR TO SIGN UP FOR PROJECT UPDATES, PLEASE VISIT: WWW.SFPUBLICWORKS.ORG/THIRDSTREETBRIDGE

CONTACT INFORMATION
SAN FRANCISCO PUBLIC WORKS: 415-558-5283

24/7 EMERGENCY CONTACT INFORMATION
AMERICAN BRIDGE COMPANY: 510-314-6306

Dates* highlighted in RED = All access across the Third Street Bridge will be fully RESTRICTED.
Dates in LIGHT RED = Access will be closed starting or until the time* specified. Dates in GOLD = Holiday (work is NOT anticipated to occur).
Dates noted in BLUE = Night work anticipated between the hours of 8 PM and 7 AM.

(*Dates and times are subject to change. Bridge closure/reopening times may vary.)

Additional bridge closure information and project updates available at: www.sfpublicworks.org/thirdstreetbridge